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1. Background

1.1 Cylchgronau Cymru

The Cylchgronau Cymru1 (Welsh Journals Online, aka WJO or CCymod) digitisation project exposed 
many weaknesses in the digitisation workflow at the National Library. The workflow had grown 
organically over the years and the end-to-end workflow showed little evidence of design. The CCymod 
workflow was necessarily large, involving many actors and components, but was unnecessarily 
complex. An internal group, Llygad (Llif Gwaith Asedau Digidol – Digital Asset Workflow),  was 
created to look at re-working workflows for Digital Assets within the Library, and the first priority was 
to look at digitisation workflows. At a Llygad meeting in July a composite diagram of the CCymod 
workflow was sketched out to illustrate the complexity (Appendix A). Many of the shortcomings of the 
CCymod workflow were captured in the CCymod Lessons Learned documentation.

A sub-group of Llygad met in September 2009 to agree a new model for the workflow, which formed 
the basis for the proposal in this document. This document addresses a journal digitisation workflow, 
with tasks such as 'pagination' and 'logical structuring' although the model is applicable to other 
digitisation projects.

1.2 Titles, Volumes and Issues

Journal digitisation deals in titles, volumes and issues. A title is a single journal title, with a single 
bibliographic record in Virtua associated with it. If a journal changes its, it gets a new bibliographic 
record in Virtua, and so from the point of view of journal digitisation workflow, it is a separate title. A 
volume is the physical bound item sent for scanning as a unit. Issues are the unit in which the journals 
were published. It is possible for unbound issues to be bundled together and called a volume for the 
purposes of scanning and Wombat (see below).

Currently on cylchgronaucymru.llgc.org.uk, the resource discovery and delivery of the material to users 
uses only the title and issue structures. The volumes are only used for the digitisation stage.

1.3 Wombat

A major part of the Digitisation Workflow is the 'Workflow Application', a PHP/MySQL application 
created by CASIS2 to track and record the progress of projects, phases and pages through the various 
stages of digitisation. Due to taxonomy confusion between the 'Workflow Application' and the overall 
workflow for digitisation, the 'Workflow Application' has been renamed Wombat (Workflow 
Management and Tracking), and will be referred to as such in this document. Despite the suggestion in 
the new name, it is not strictly a Workflow Management System as defined by the Workflow 
Management Coalition3 as it does not at the moment orchestrate any tasks, but is only used to track 
them as recorded by users.

1 http://welshjournals.llgc.org.uk/
2 http://www.aber.ac.uk/casis/
3 http://www.wfmc.org/
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Wombat deals in projects, phases and items. In terms of journal digitisation, projects represent titles, 
phases represent volumes, and items represent pages.

1.4 Storage

All digitisation scanning products, deliverable files and other derivatives (derived metadata files, OCR 
outputs) for NLW digitisation projects are kept on the Work in Progress (WIP) storage. Although the 
WIP storage is regularly backed up, it is not of preservation quality, and it does not have a live mirror 
for high availability, although it is very reliable. Being online storage (spinning disk arrays) it is 
relatively expensive.

The Digital Archive is the preservation quality storage, with multiple near and offline copies of the 
files. Absorption of files into the Digital Archive is a task in itself.

4 New Digitisation Workflow Proposal v1.1
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2. Cylchgronau Cymru Workflow
The Cylchgronau Cymru project worked at a journal title level. Metadata, scanning, processing and 
ingest all happened at this level of granularity. In general, a title could not go on to the next step until 
its entirety had completed the present step.

Figure 1 below shows a simplified overview of the CCymod workflow. In this model, Ingest (into 
VITAL) is the final step, and all metadata and derivatives have to be present and correct for ingest to 
succeed and for a journal title to complete the workflow.

Virtua
Structural
Physical (pagination)
Rights
Additional DMD
QC

Scan
Finalising
QC

OCR
Create image derivatives
jhove
Checksum
Blanking
tpx generation
QC

MD extraction
Create METS
VITAL Ingest
Create handles
Front-end notify
Size check
Restructure for Archive
DA absorption
WiP deletion
Process Cleanup
Holdings Creation

Figure 1 – CCymod workflow overview

2.1 Metadata

The initial metadata step is a resource-intensive process, and keeping the scanning step supplied with 
titles proved to be a problem. Although all that the scanners need to be able to get on with their step is 
the pagination metadata, the workflow required that other metadata were also created, which held up 
the scanning and led to many extra resources being poured into this inital metadata step to keep the 
titles flowing. The initial ambitious structural metadata was simplified during the project life to 
increase the throughput of this step.
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2.2 Scan

This is a well-understood and optimised step at the Library, done by the Digitisation Unit.

2.3 Process

The processing step was largely a manual process by many different actors.  Missing products of this 
step were not identified until the ingest step.

OCR was carried out by an agency outside of the UK, and necessitated collecting titles into batches and 
sending them by courier, then waiting an indeterminate number of weeks until the products of OCR 
were returned, or until the agency reported an issue that would result in further rework. The 
dependency on an outside agency at a step before ingest held titles out of VITAL and taking up space 
on the WIP.

Creating the image derivatives was done by Digitisation Unit after the products of OCR were returned 
from the agency, in case that scanning rework had been identified during that task.

2.4 Ingest

The pipeline is very long, with complex metadata and many derivative assets being created before 
bringing them all together for ingest into VITAL. At ingest, errors or omissions in the metadata and 
derivatives can be discovered that can create rework in any of the other three steps. Some of these 
errors could have been spotted earlier by better validation and cross-checking, but the long pipeline is 
inherently prone to rework. The use of the WIP storage is also an issue. As titles occupy space on the 
WIP storage until a successful ingest, this 'Ingest-last' model means that held-up titles can accumulate 
on the WIP storage, increasing the risk of data loss and taking up valuable resources.

2.5 Wombat

In this model Wombat, the web app for tracking the items in the workflow, covers a large part of the 
workflow, although it has no way of recording most of the processing steps. Metadata is extracted from 
Wombat for ingest.

6 New Digitisation Workflow Proposal v1.1
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3. Proposed Workflow
Figure 2 below illustrates the proposed model for the new digitisation workflow. Although at first 
glance it may appear  to be rearranging the deckchairs on the Titanic, it does offer a number of benefits 
over the original CCymod workflow. The principal change is a move to an 'Ingest-early' model, which 
keeps the flow of titles into VITAL, moving many of the previously blocking steps to later in the 
workflow, where they can be performed as discrete tasks without creating so many interdependencies.

Virtua
Physical 

(pagination)
QC

Scan
Finalising
*Create image 

derivatives
QC

Create METS
VITAL Ingest
Size check
Restructure for Archive
DA absorption
WiP deletion
Process Cleanup

Structural
Rights
Additional DMD
Front-end notify

*Create image 
derivatives

MD extraction
Create handles
OCR
jhove
Checksum
Blanking
QC
Holdings Creation

Figure 2 – Proposed workflow overview

The greatest benefit offered is that the new workflow should be much more efficient, allowing faster 
throughput and considerable human resource savings over the original workflow.

3.1 MD1

The metadata step has been split in two, leaving a leaner step (MD1) as the first step in the workflow. 
This now comprises of just the Virtua metadata (as little as providing an LCN for the title, in the case 
of journal digitisation) and the physical pagination of the journal as an essential aid for scanners. This 
lean first metadata step allows material to flow quickly to the next step, scanning.
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3.2 Scan

Here there is an option to include the image derivative creation in the scanning task. This will be 
discussed later in 'Options'.

3.3 Ingest

This step is much simplified by having much less metadata and fewer derivatives to have to deal with. 
Some of the ingest processes (handle creation, MD extraction) move to the Processing stage post-
ingest. In addition to be being less complex, the ingest has much fewer ways in which it can create 
rework.

3.4 MD2

This is the one of the two largest developments in this reworked workflow. Previously, the structural 
metadata was created outside of VITAL and ingested along with the titles. In this model, the journals 
have been ingested into VITAL together with their physical structure (as created in MD1:pagination), 
and the logical structure is only created within VITAL to create issues from pages, including page-
reordering if necessary. Figure 3 shows the representations of the title structures at each point.

Figure 3 – Adding logical structure within VITAL

Creating the logical structure within VITAL has advantages. The operator can work with graphical 
representations of the pages, multi-selecting and dragging and dropping to create the structure, as 
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opposed to assigning sequence numbers to page labels as before. The logical structure need not be 
static – errors in the structure can be corrected even when the material is live on the final delivery 
website, using the same creation tools that the metadata team are familiar with. The mechanism for 
allowing this graphical structure creation will have to be developed.

In addition, it is proposed that the additional descriptive metadata and rights will be entered once the 
material is in VITAL. This additional descriptive metadata may be at title or issue level, and the issues 
do not exist prior to their creation in VITAL. Again, this metadata can be corrected at any point by the 
same team using the same tools.

MD2 also contains the 'front-end notification' stage, which is essentially a 'ready to publish' message 
sent to the front-end delivery mechanism so that it can perform any tasks required to make the material 
available (whether live or to a test and staging environment first). The front-end is out of scope of this 
document.

3.5 Process

The other large development in this proposed model is the moving of processing to being an action 
performed on items stored in VITAL, rather than pre-ingest. The processes generally involve creating a 
new digital asset (such as the products of OCR, or image derivatives) or new metadata (jhove, 
checksum) from the page image; all of these can be described as derivatives of the original page image. 
Many of these can be triggered on ingest of the page image. It is proposed that we move to a Service 
Oriented Architecture, where the processes for creating these derivatives are implemented as web 
services. Moving to an SOA will bring numerous benefits4, but is likely to be an incremental process. 
However we approach the solution, we will need to be able to ingest the derivatives and associate them 
with the original page in VITAL, or in the case of metadata derivatives, extract the parts of interest and 
add them to the page metadata. These mechanisms will have to be developed.

3.6 Wombat

In this new model, Wombat has a reduced scope, and moves back to being closer to its original purpose 
of tracking material for scanning. Many of the tasks currently included in Wombat (although only for 
recording, not orchestrating) can be removed, and handled by processes that orchestrate or automate the 
tasks in the processing step.

4 See document 'SOA Proposal for Digitisation Processing'
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4. Options

4.1 Image Derivative Creation – move to post-ingest?

Image derivative creation has to date been done by the Digitisation Unit as a semi-automated pre-ingest 
task. The task is currently processed at a project (title) level by the QC staff, where each title may have 
minor tweaks in the process to compensate for the changes in tone, contrast and print quality. This is 
largely an aesthetic judgment, and therefore best performed by somebody familiar with digital imaging 
and the imaging specifications. The title is then broken into a number of batches (depending on the size 
of the title) and each batch process is manually started and left to run until finished.

Here we consider the option of moving the creation of derivative images to a post-ingest fully 
automated task done via web services in the Processing stage.

Advantages

One of the main drivers for adopting the new workflow is to keep the pipeline to Ingest as short as 
possible, to safeguard the integrity of the page images and to keep the WIP storage use to a minimum. 
Moving this task to the Processing stage would enable ingest to happen as soon as the images have 
been captured and have passed QC, keeping the pre-ingest pipeline very short. This will free up 
expensive WIP storage, allowing it to be reallocated to delivery storage. The reduced size of the WIP 
storage will make the identification of issues and bottlenecks easier.

Another aim of this new workflow proposal is to improve the efficency and throughput of the 
workflow. Moving this task would support this by:

• Removing any human resources from this task – in addition to efficency savings, this allows the 
task to happen as soon as the master image is ingested and removes the need to schedule or set 
up the task, other than specifiying the image dervatives needed for a digitisation project (eg the 
SCIF journals project, not project as in journal title).

• Improve the speed of processing. The central processing servers can create derivative images 
faster than the Digitisation Unit workstations.

• Increase the granularity of the task. Currently the task is a project (title) level task, as it is more 
efficient and easier for the operator to process the task at this level. An automated post-ingest 
procedure would happen at a page level, without any loss of efficency or increased overhead. 
This would enable some of the other advantages that follow:

• Increase the scalability of the task – more processing servers can be easily added into the 
workflow to increase throughput.

• Parallelise the task – many different titles or even projects can be processed at once, multi-
tasking in a way easy for computers, but difficult for human operators setting up batch 
processes.

10 New Digitisation Workflow Proposal v1.1
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Disadvantages

• It would change an existing working pattern known to work.

• We would lose the minor tweaks performed for each title. The specification of the derviatives 
needed for a digitisation project would be done once, and the same transform applied to all 
master images to produce them.

• We have yet to build automated derivative creation web services.

• We currently have no automated method for creating zoomify images.

Recommendations

Although the advantages may be many, some of the disadvantages are too strong to ignore. It is 
recommended that:

• Image derivative creation should stay with the Digitisation Unit pre-ingest, but that we monitor 
the situation to see how much of an impediment to the flow of items to ingest it presents, and 
how many resources it consumes.

• Investigate methods of automating the creation of zoomify images.

• Investigate methods of allowing the Digitisation Unit to specify the derivatives at a title level 
post-ingest, so that we retain the benefit of the tweaks whilst gaining the benefits of automation.

• Prototype image derivative web services.

4.2 Ingest Granularity – moving to ingest at phase level?

Previously, all ingest has been at project (title) level. An entire title is scanned and processed before 
being ingested. This had much to do with other derivatives created at the process stage which were 
done at title level (eg OCR). With the processing moved to post-ingest, we can look again at the 
granularity at which we ingest. 

Here we consider the option of moving to ingesting at phase (volume) level rather than at project (title) 
level. Wombat can be used by the Digitisation Unit to indicate that a volume (or more likely volumes) 
has finished the scanning step and that it is ready for ingest.

Advantages

• Material can be cleared from the WIP storage and get into preservation storage earlier.

• Allows metadata staff to start MD2 stage earlier, starting work as soon as a volume has been 
ingested rather than wait for an entire title.

• Missing volumes can be added to the title later. If we ingest at a title level, it is uncertain how 
we can add new volumes to that existing title.

• Could enable automated ingest triggered by Wombat (Wombat has no title-level tasks to allow 
triggering automated title-level ingest).

New Digitisation Workflow Proposal v1.1  11
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• Time to publish new titles could be greatly reduced (could publish a title with volumes 
currently available and then add new volumes when they appear).

• Will free up expensive WIP storage, allowing it to be reallocated to delivery storage. The 
reduced size of the WIP storage and reduced clutter will make the identification of issues and 
bottlenecks easier.

Disadvantages

• It would change an existing working pattern known to work.

• Title status would become less clear, as they could be 'part-ingested'. This could lead to less 
clear management information.

Recommendations

• Develop a clear and comprehensive specification for the new working method.

• Develop clear management information tools for clarity on title status.

• Move to ingest at phase level rather than title level. Note that if the recommendation of keeping 
image derivative creation a pre-ingest task is accepted, then as this is currently a title level task 
immediately preceding ingest, then practically ingest will remain at title level, since all phases 
of a title will arrive at ingest in tandem. This will still allow the major advantage of allowing us 
to add volumes to a existing title. If image derivative creation is moved to post-ingest, the other 
benefits can be realised.

• Automate the ingest of phases triggered by Wombat.

12 New Digitisation Workflow Proposal v1.1
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5. Next Steps
After a final revision of this document is accepted, the next step should be to produce detailed 
descriptions of MD1, Scanning and Ingest steps, and the interfaces between them, including automated 
processes, user tasks and the role of Wombat. Developments in Wombat to support the new workflow 
model will have to be specified and implemented. Storage locations and file structures on WIP for 
these steps will have to be agreed.

We will need to create a detailed design of the MD2 and Process steps, leading on to prototyping and 
specification.

The SOA that will allow the further automation of the Process steps (and probably others as well) will 
be detailed in a further document to be produced “SOA Proposal for Digitisation Processing”.
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Appendix A – Cylchgronau Cymru Workflow Sketch

From Llygad meeting 2009-07-13
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